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j Abstract Objective The study
examined parent-youth agreement
regarding reports on psychopa-
thology among adolescents suf-
fering from psychiatric disorders.
Method A total of 1,718 patients
between the age of 11 and 18, as
well as their parents, were assessed
using the child behavior checklist
(CBCL), and the youth self-report
(YSR). Results Poor to low
agreement between parent- and
adolescent-reported problem
behavior on the internalizing
scale, the total problem scale and
moderate agreement concerning
the externalizing scale of the CBCL
and the YSR were found. Inde-
pendent from the amount of psy-
chiatric diagnoses, adolescents

reported significantly less behav-
ioral problems than their parents.
Concerning externalizing prob-
lems, parent-youth disagreement
was stronger for patients suffering
from comorbid psychiatric disor-
ders, than for adolescents dis-
playing only one psychiatric
disorder. Conclusion In clinically
referred children, parents are
likely to emphasize the severity of
the difficulties, whereas adoles-
cents’ under-report symptoms.

j Key words psychopathology –
adolescence – agreement –
child behavior checklist (CBCL) –
youth self-report (YSR)

Introduction

There is a strong consensus of opinion that the clin-
ical assessment of children and adolescents’ psycho-
pathology requires data from multiple informants [15,
28]. When multiple informants, however, provide
information, discrepancies among them are to be
expected [20]. Many researchers have reported sig-
nificant discrepancies between youth-reported and
parent-reported psychopathology in children and
adolescents [5, 12, 16, 23, 24, 29, 34, 35].

In studies of non clinical samples, youth reported
higher severity ratings than their parents or teachers
[2–4, 36]. A few studies involved clinically referred
samples and invariantly document a reverse discrep-

ancy, where youth ratings of problem severity are
lower than parent ratings [27, 31, 37]. In clinically
referred children, parents are likely to emphasize the
severity of the difficulties which is often likely to re-
sult in a ceiling effect, whereas the young persons’
ratings are usually correspondingly lower.

Investigations have given most attention to exam-
ine how child and adolescent characteristics such as
age, gender and problem type are related to informant
discrepancies. Concerning age, a meta-analysis
showed that agreement between informants’ ratings
was greater for younger than for older children [5].
The authors interpreted the results in the way that
adolescents’ behavior may be less observable by
informants compared to childrens’ behavior. Inter-
estingly, some studies have not detected age differ-
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ences [14, 29, 39] or figured out that disagreement was
higher for younger than for older children [25]. A lot
of discrepancies may be attributable to sample char-
acteristics. For example, in Achenbach et al.’s [5]
meta-analysis, they categorized child age dichoto-
mously among children and adolescents aged 6–
19 years. In addition, studies that found lower agree-
ment for younger children often have not categorized
child age in the same way as Achenbach et al. [5].

Attention has also been given to examine the
connection between gender and informants agree-
ment [21, 29, 40]. In sum, the divergent results could
be attributable to sample characteristics and in spe-
cific populations, gender effects may be occurring.

With regard to SES, various studies have not found
a relation between SES and informant discrepancies,
when other child and parent characteristics were in-
cluded [13, 29, 32].

In general, previous studies revealed a higher
parent-child agreement regarding externalizing
symptoms compared to internalizing symptoms [8,
34]. It has been argued that externalizing problems
are more openly observable and directed at others.
Internalizing problems, however, are reported more
often by children and adolescents themselves and are
only poorly recognized by their parents [10, 20, 35].

Studies revealed that parent-child agreement for
the diagnoses of childhood anxiety and depressive
disorders showed low to moderate levels of informant
agreement [7, 14, 15]. Research has also investigated
informant disagreement with regard to specific
childhood externalizing problems (aggression,
hyperactivity/inattention and oppositional behavior)
and revealed low to moderate levels of informant
agreement as well [20, 25, 26, 30].

A significant number of studies has shown that
many children and adolescents meet the criteria for
multiple psychiatric disorders [1]. The discovery that
two or even more distinct psychiatric disorders jointly
occur in one individual is very important, because
psychiatric comorbidity often appears to connote
greater impairment and chronicity [6]. Comorbidity
often suggests poorer response to treatment and
worse longitudinal trajectories [41]. To the best of our
knowledge, no study has yet examined, whether par-
ent-youth agreement differs when psychiatric com-
orbidities are present.

The current study investigates parent-youth
agreement regarding psychopathology in youths suf-
fering from different numbers of psychiatric Axis I
disorders according to the ICD-10 multi axial classi-
fication system. Our referred sample provides statis-
tical power to detect uncommon relationships
between youth-reported and parent-reported psy-
chopathology in adolescents.

Method

j Participants

Four thousand and twenty-two patients (>99% Cau-
casian) were screened for our chart review study. All of
them had been referred to a child and adolescent
psychiatry department of a major university hospital
in Germany between January 1996 and December
2006. In order to make sure that all patients were able
to understand the questions of the child behavior
checklist (CBCL), 1,545 patients had to be excluded
due to IQ < 85 or missing IQ data. 116 patients were
not included in the study due to ambiguity of diag-
noses. Another 843 patients were excluded due to
unavailable or missing CBCL/youth self report (YSR)
values (>8 items). Possible criteria for missing data
not at random are drop out, deficient German and the
presence of psychiatric diagnoses of parents. Thus, the
study consisted of 1718 patients (963 male) between
the age of 11 and 18 (mean age = 13.9, SD = 2.0).

Socioeconomic status (SES) was measured on an
eleven-point scale assessing the parents’ self-reported
occupational status [22]. The scale places each occu-
pation into one of eleven categories (1 = unskilled
laborer, 6 = professional employed, 7 = unskilled
self-employed, 11 = professional self-employed). We
distinguished three SES groups: High (groups 5, 6, 10,
11; e.g., manager, physician), middle (groups 3, 4, 9;
e.g., electrician, nurse) and low (groups 1, 2, 7, 8; e.g.,
cashier, textile machine operator). In this study, SES
was as follows: High SES (21.0%), middle SES (67.4%)
and low SES (11.4%).

All patients were clinically assessed, and best-
estimate diagnoses were assigned based on clinical
ratings (e.g. CBCL [3] and YSR [4]), clinical obser-
vations, and semi-structured interviews with parents
and their children (�Basisdokumentation’ (BADO);
[22]). The BADO is an interview that collects infor-
mation such as socio-demographic data, psychopa-
thology, past medical history, somatic findings,
diagnoses and therapeutic outcome. CBCL and YSR
were filled out by parents and adolescents before the
semi-structured interviews were accomplished. Thus,
both parents and adolescents information were
equally incorporated to obtain the clinical diagnoses.
Senior board-certified child and adolescent psychia-
trists verified all diagnoses in a case conference. For
the purposes of this study, patients presenting two or
even more distinct Axis I psychiatric disorder
according to the ICD-10 multi axial classification
system (**World Health Organization, 1996) were
considered as ‘‘comorbid’’. Participants who had one
Axis I psychiatric disorder according to the ICD-10
multi axial classification system were categorized as
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‘‘one-disorder’’ and participants with no Axis I psy-
chiatric disorder according to the ICD-10 multi axial
classification system were grouped as ‘‘no-disorder’’.
Table 1 presents sample characteristics. ICD-10
diagnoses for participants with one or more distinct
Axis I psychiatric disorders are displayed in Table 2.
The local Ethics Committee considered this chart re-
view to be exempt from review, and written informed
consent was not required.

j Measures

Child behavior checklist (CBCL)

The CBCL parents’ form [3] was designed to assess
problem behavior in 4–18-year-old sons and daugh-
ters. It is one of the most established inventories in
both, research and clinical practice with children and
adolescents. The German version of the CBCL contains
112 items describing typical behavioral and emotional
problems, each to be rated according to a 0–2 point
scale ranging from ‘‘not true’’ (0) to ‘‘somewhat or
sometimes true’’ (1) to ‘‘very often true or often true’’
(2). The CBCL yields scores on the following eight
syndrome scales: withdrawn, somatic complaints,
anxious-depressed, social problems, thought prob-
lems, attention problems, delinquent behavior, and
aggressive behavior. The total problem scale subsumes
the eight syndrome scales. The three syndrome scales
withdrawn, somatic complaints and anxious/de-
pressed constitute the broadband internalizing scale.
The syndrome scales delinquent behavior and
aggressive behavior comprise the broadband exter-
nalizing scale. Good reliability and validity of the
CBCL were confirmed for the German version [19, 33].
Raw CBCL scores were transformed to T-scores.

Youth self-report (YSR)

The YSR [4] was modeled on the CBCL; it measures
self-reported ratings of behavioral and emotional

problems. The YSR can be used for ages 11 and up
and the items are worded in the first person. It in-
cludes 112 items similar to those on the CBCL and
provides also scores for the total problem scale: the
above-mentioned eight syndrome scales and the
internalizing and externalizing broadband scales.
Döpfner et al. [18] supported the good reliability and
validity scores of the German YSR translation. Raw
YSR scores were transformed to T-scores.

j Statistical analyses

Using an analysis of variance and v2-tests, we ana-
lyzed age, SES and gender (Table 1) in relation to the
three groups. To assess the clinical significance of
between group differences, we evaluated the mean
symptom levels of each group using standard cutoff-
scores for the CBCL and YSR [3, 4]. T-scores above 63
for the two broadband scales as well as the total scale
and above 70 for syndrome scales were defined as
abnormal. T-scores of 60–63 for the two broadband
scales as well as the total problem scale and T-scores
of 67–70 for syndrome scales were defined as bor-
derline range. The degree of agreement between par-
ents’ and adolescents’ ratings on the CBCL and YSR
was described using intraclass correlation coefficients
(ICC; [11]). Analyses of variance of repeated measures
with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons
were applied to assess differences in average CBCL
and YSR total problem scores, externalizing subscores
and internalizing subscores for each group (no-dis-
order, one-disorder, comorbid). Age, SES and gender
served as covariates in the statistical analyses to
control the influence of possible differences.

Results

ANOVA reveals that age differs significantly by groups
(F(2. 1716) = 7.5, P < 0.001, see Table 1). Scheffé tests
showed the no-disorder group to be significantly

Table 1 Sociodemographic measures

No-disorder
(N = 189)

One-disorder
(N = 938)

Comorbid
(N = 591)

Admission age 13.4 year
(SD = 1.8)

14.0 year
(SD = 1.9)

13.9 year
(SD = 2.1)

Gender
Male 132 (69.8%) 476 (50.7%) 355 (60.1%)
Female 37 (30.2%) 462 (49.3%) 236 (39.9%)

SES
High 52 (27.0%) 199 (21.2%) 109 (18.4%)
Middle 121 (64.0%) 639 (68.1%) 402 (68.0%)
Low 16 (8.5%) 100 (10.7%) 80 (13.5%)

No-disorder no axis I psychiatric disorder, One-disorder one axis I psychiatric
disorder, Comorbid two or more Axis I psychiatric disorder, SD standard devi-
ation, SES socioeconomic status

Table 2 Distribution of axis I psychiatric diagnoses in the one-disorder and
comorbid group

One-disorder Comorbid

Substance use disorder (F10–F19) – 51
Emotional disorder (F32–39, F40–F43,

F93, F94.0)
548 408

Eating disorders (F50) 101 131
Personality disorders (F60) – 41
ADHD (F90)/ADHD + conduct disorder

(F90.1)
98 197

Conduct disorder (F91, F92) 68 208
Other disorders 123 222
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younger than the one-disorder and the comorbid
group. Younger patients did not differ significantly
from older patients according to the number of in- and
outpatient psychiatric treatments (v2 (df = 1) = 2.4,
P < 0.12). There were statistically significant group
differences based on SES (v2 (df = 4) = 10.3,
P < 0.05) and gender (v2 (df = 2) = 29.2, P < 0.001;
see Table 1).

Table 3 presents the means and standard devia-
tions for the entire sample. In sum, CBCL mean scores
were globally higher than YSR mean scores. For the
comorbid-group, parent-reported problems were
within the abnormal range on the total problem scale,
the internalizing scale and within the borderline range
on the externalizing scale of the CBCL. Parent-re-
ported problems for the one-disorder group were
within the borderline range on the total problem scale
and the internalizing scale of the CBCL. All other
parent-reported problems and all self-reported prob-
lems (YSR) were rated within normal range. As ex-
pected, numerous syndrome scales were not within
the borderline or abnormal range. Therefore, we only
included the total problem scale, the internalizing,
and the externalizing scale in the following statistical
analyses.

Table 4 provides ICC for CBCL and YSR, for total
problems, for externalizing and internalizing scales,
separately for the three groups (no-disorder, one-
disorder, comorbid). Comparing CBCL and YSR total
scores as well as internalizing and externalizing scales,
the ICC ranged from 0.16 (total problem score for the
comorbid group) to 0.51 (externalizing scale for the
no-disorder group).

ANOVA of repeated measures with Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons (0.05/2 = 0.025)
were used to examine the differences in mean scores

between informants, and between the three groups.
The effect of the informant was significant on the total
problem scale (F(1. 1717) = 199.6, P < 0.001), the
internalizing scale (F(1.1717) = 139.2, P < 0.001) and
the externalizing scale (F(1.1717) = 166.2, P < 0.001).
This reveals that parents reported significantly more
problems than adolescents (see Table 2). Addition-
ally, the group effect was also significant on the total
problem scale (F(2.1716) = 123.1, P < 0.001), the
internalizing scale (F(2.1716) = 59.8, P < 0.001) and
the externalizing scale (F(2.1716) = 101.8, P < 0.001).
Patients with comorbid disorders had the highest
scores and adolescents displaying no psychiatric dis-
order had the lowest scores on all scales (see Table 2).
The interaction between informants and groups was
significant on the externalizing scale (F(2.1716) = 4.4,
P < 0.01). Paired t tests were used for post-hoc
comparisons; they displayed the highest discrepancies
between CBCL and YSR for the comorbid group,
followed by the one-disorder group. The no-disorder

Table 3 Differences in T-scores of the CBCL and YSR between the groups and between informants

CBCL/YSR scales No-disorder One-disorder Comorbid

CBCL mean (SD) YSR mean (SD) CBCL mean (SD) YSR mean (SD) CBCL Mean (SD) YSR mean (SD)

Total problem scale 55.7 (11.8) 46.5 (9.3) 61.3 (9.6) 52.7 (10.3) 66.5 (9.1) 56.9 (10.4)
Scales
Internalizing 56.1 (11.4) 47.3 (9.6) 61.9 (10.5) 53.5 (11.5) 64.9 (10.6) 55.9 (11.5)
Externalizing 52.1 (12.2) 47.5 (9.8) 56.7 (11.3) 51.9 (10.7) 63.2 (11.6) 57.1 (11.2)

Syndrome scales
Withdrawn 57.5 (8.8) 52.5 (5.4) 62.1 (10.5) 56.0 (8.6) 63.7 (10.2) 56.5 (8.5)
Somatic compl. 58.7 (8.1) 54.0 (5.4) 60.7 (9.3) 55.8 (7.2) 62.3 (9.9) 57.5 (8.3)
Anxious-depr. 57.4 (7.9) 52.7 (5.1) 61.4 (9.4) 56.9 (8.7) 64.5 (10.1) 58.8 (9.4)
Social problems 56.7 (8.4) 53.5 (6.1) 58.6 (8.9) 55.5 (7.9) 61.7 (10.5) 57.2 (8.8)
Thought probl. 56.0 (7.5) 51.0 (3.5) 59.3 (9.0) 53.0 (5.6) 60.9 (9.7) 54.2 (7.3)
Attention probl. 60.8 (10.2) 54.6 (6.6) 61.7 (9.4) 56.8 (8.3) 65.0 (9.6) 59.6 (9.4)
Delinquent beh. 55.6 (7.5) 53.8 (5.9) 59.3 (9.3) 56.9 (7.9) 64.2 (9.9) 60.2 (9.1)
Aggressive beh. 56.1 (9.0) 52.3 (5.2) 57.9 (9.1) 54.4 (6.9) 63.8 (11.2) 57.8 (8.7)

No-disorder no Axis I psychiatric disorder, One-disorder one Axis I psychiatric disorder, Comorbid two or more axis I psychiatric disorder, CBCL child behavior checklist,
YSR youth self-report, SD standard deviation

Table 4 Parent–adolescent agreement on the CBCL and the YSR

CBCL/YSR scales ICC

Comorbid
(N = 591)

One-disorder
(N = 938)

No-disorder
(N = 189)

Total problem scale 0.16 0.19 0.26
Scales
Internalizing 0.23 0.24 0.24
Externalizing 0.45 0.46 0.51

Agreement on total, internalizing and externalizing scales using ICC
CBCL child behavior checklist, YSR youth self-report, ICC intraclass coefficient,
No-disorder no axis I psychiatric disorder, One-disorder one axis I psychiatric
disorder, Comorbid two or more axis I psychiatric disorder agreements:
>0.8 = almost perfect, 0.6–0.8 = substantial, 0.4–0.6 = moderate, 0.2–
0.4 = low, 0.2 < poor
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group demonstrated fewest discrepancies between
CBCL and YSR (see Table 4). No significant interac-
tion was found for the total problem scale (F(2,
1716) = 1.2, P < 0.30) and the internalizing scale
(F(2.1716) = 0.5, P = 0.58). The interaction between
informants and gender was significant for the total
problem scale (F(2.1716) = 62.1, P < 0.001), the
externalizing scale (F(2.1716) = 55.0, P = 0.001) and
the internalizing scale (F(2.1716) = 42.8, P = 0.001).
Post-hoc paired t-tests demonstrated the highest
discrepancies between CBCL and YSR for males
compared to females on the total problem scale, the
internalizing and the externalizing scale (see Table 5).
Furthermore, the interaction between informants and
age was significant on all three scales (total problem
scale: F(2.1716) = 54.3, P = 0.001; externalizing scale:
F(2.1716) = 68.4, P = 0.001; internalizing scale:
F(2.1716) = 34.7, P = 0.001). Paired t tests displayed
higher discrepancies between CBCL and YSR for
younger (11–14 years) patients than for older patients
(15–18 years) on all three scales (total problem scale,
internalizing and the externalizing scale; see Table 5).
No significant interaction was found between infor-
mant and SES.

Discussion

The objective of the present study was to assess
parent-youth agreement regarding the psychopa-
thology in a referred adolescent sample and to
examine whether there are any discrepancies be-
tween patients suffering from no psychiatric disor-
der, one psychiatric disorder or more than one
psychiatric disorder.

With regard to all three groups (no-disorder, one-
disorder, comorbid), results show poor to low agree-
ment between parent- and youth-reported problem
behavior on the internalizing scale and on the total
problem scale of the CBCL and the YSR. In contrast,
parent-youth concordance concerning the externaliz-
ing scale of the CBCL and YSR revealed moderate
agreement. These findings are consistent with previous
studies comparing parent reports and youth self-re-
ports of adolescent emotional and behavioral problems
[5, 12, 23, 43]. In line with existing research, the level of
parent-adolescent concordance was higher for the
externalizing scale than for the internalizing scale [8,
34]. This could be due to the fact that internalizing
problems are less observable.

Our results reveal that adolescents reported sig-
nificantly lower scores on the total problem scale, on
all broadband scales and syndrome scales than their
parents. Those findings contrast other studies, which
showed that adolescents reported more internalizingTa
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and externalizing problem behavior than their parents
[34, 35]. Sample characteristics might be able to ex-
plain the differences between our study and previous
ones. Most of the earlier studies assessed parent-
youth agreement among the general population [12,
24, 35]. For example, Phares and Danforth [31] as-
sessed adolescent and adult reports of distress over
clinically referred adolescents’ problems and found
that parents were more bothered by both, internaliz-
ing and externalizing behaviors than adolescents. It
could be possible that the referral may have influ-
enced the pattern of parent-youth (dis)-agreement.
Parental impression of problems that cause significant
distress would be more important in obtaining a
referral to a university mental health clinic rather
than the adolescents’ own perceptions of problems.
Furthermore, the observed discrepancies might be
denial of illness or lack of insight on the part of the
adolescents.

It is remarkable that the syndrome scales in our
sample do not reach borderline or even abnormal
range. Possible underlying reason might be that the
patients in our sample suffered from different types of
psychiatric disorders. Hence, those patients score
differently on particular syndrome scales and, thus,
lower scores on the syndrome scales were achieved.

The groups differ significantly in the amount of
CBCL and YSR scores. Patients suffering from
comorbid disorders displayed the highest scores on
the total problem score, as well as on the externalizing
and internalizing scales. Patients displaying one Axis I
psychiatric disorder scored higher on the total prob-
lem score and the internalizing and externalizing scale
in comparison to patients displaying no psychiatric
Axis I disorder. These findings strengthen the
assumption that comorbidity is associated with higher
levels of symptom severity. Higher levels of symptom
severity often signals poorer response to treatment
and worse longitudinal trajectories [9, 42]. Thus, the
development of better focused treatments and pre-
vention programs for comorbid disorders are neces-
sary.

Moreover, our results reveal that the number of
psychiatric diagnoses has an impact on the amount of
parent-adolescent discrepancy concerning the exter-
nalizing scale of the CBCL / YSR. With regard to
informants’ ratings of externalizing problems, parent-
youth disagreement was the strongest for adolescents
suffering from comorbid disorders, followed by the
one-disorder group. Surprisingly, the three groups
did not differ in parent-youth disagreement relating
to the total problem scale and the internalizing scale
of the CBCL/YSR. One possible explanation for the
findings could be that internalizing problems are less
observable and greater parent-child-disagreement
exists independently from the number of psychiatric

diagnoses. Informant discrepancy concerning exter-
nalizing problems increases in terms of the number of
diagnoses of the child or adolescent. Possible reasons
for these findings might be stronger denial of illness
or the lack of insight for patients displaying comorbid
psychiatric disorders.

In our study age and gender differed significantly
between groups. One possible explanation for this
result could be that in late childhood boys display
more psychiatric disorders, whereas in adolescence
girls show more psychiatric disorders. The reason
why SES differed significantly between the three
groups could be that psychiatric disorders are more
often found in lower than in upper social class
groups.

Besides, our results show that disagreement be-
tween informants’ ratings was greater for younger
children than for adolescents. This finding contrasts
many studies which reported higher agreement be-
tween informants for younger than for older children
[5, 14, 21, 29, 39]. This discrepancy might be due to
sample characteristics. For example, in Achenbach
et al.’s [5] meta-analysis, 269 samples in 119 studies
were investigated and child age was categorized
dichotomously among children and adolescents aged
6–19 years. In our study, participants were between
11 and 18 years.

Regarding gender differences, discrepancy between
informants’ ratings was greater for males compared to
females. Thus, it might be possible that in clinical
samples aged 11–18 years gender differences occur
[17]. Future research should focus on specific popu-
lations, when relations between child gender and
informant discrepancies are assessed.

With regard to SES and informant discrepancies
our results showed no significant relation. This result
stays in line with many previously cited studies that
did not find a connection between SES and informant
discrepancies [13, 29, 38].

Limitations

First, age, SES and gender differed significantly by
diagnoses. However, since these variables served as
covariates in the statistical analyses, they cannot be
taken into account for the differences found in this
study. A second limitation may be a referral bias,
because the adolescents were referred to a child and
adolescent psychiatric clinic at a university hospital.
Nearly one third of the children referred to this
department displayed two or even more distinct Axis
I psychiatric disorders. Therefore, the findings
probably cannot be generalized to other mental
health settings. Thirdly, although the diagnoses were
based on vastly structured multi-informant data with
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case conferences, and even if best-estimate diagnoses
were given under the guidance of experienced
broadly certified child and adolescent psychiatrists,
we did not include an internationally accepted semi-
structured interview, which may have further
strengthened the diagnostic classification. Because
CBCL and YSR have an impact on the best-estimate
diagnoses, it could be possible that some diagnoses
were unreliable due to high parent-child disagree-
ment according to CBCL and YSR. However, the
parents and adolescents perspectives were valid in
their own right and included in the diagnostic pro-
cess. Fourthly, from the current results it cannot be
inferred, which informant was ‘‘correct’’ regarding
the discrepancies. Future studies should include a
third informant, such as a teacher interacting with
the adolescent at school. In the light of the clear
advantage of investigating such a large group of re-
ferred adolescents, however, these limitations appear
to be of minor importance.

Conclusion

In summary, agreement between youth-reported and
parent-reported psychopathology in this large re-
ferred sample was poor to moderate. Our evidence
reveals that, independent from the amount of psy-
chiatric diagnoses, adolescents in a clinical setting
reported significantly less behavioral problems than
their parents. It can be assumed that the referral has
influenced the result. In clinically referred children,
parents are likely to emphasize the severity of the
difficulties, whereas adolescents’ score lower. More-
over, denial of illness or the lack of insight on the part
of the youths might as well be responsible for the
observed discrepancies. Concerning externalizing
problems, parent-youth-discrepancies were stronger
for patients suffering from comorbid disorders, than
for adolescents displaying one psychiatric Axis I
disorder respectively for adolescents displaying no
psychiatric disorders.
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